GOAL POST TRANSPORTER
Freestanding Elliptical Aluminium Goalposts
How to use the Goal Post Transporters
735mm Width
Ideal for larger Adult & Youth size goals

The only steerable system - Exclusive to ITSA Goal
To add the Goal Post Transporters to the goals it is recommended to first lay the goal posts
flat down on the ground as shown below. Hold the ground side frame vertical and slide the
wheel transporter inside the bottom of the upright. Once both wheel transporters are
connected carefully lift the goals up so the uprights are vertical. It is important to be very
careful that the crossbar does not come away from the side frames when the goals are
being moved. Always assemble on flat level ground. Make sure children are not in the
vicinity when moving and anchoring goalposts.
The side frames can rotate whilst the crossbar is not locked. This allows the goals to be
moved in all directions, ideal when you have to store goals in awkward storage areas.
However extra care must be taken whilst the crossbar is not locked to the side frames to
prevent the crossbar coming apart from the side frames and falling. We recommend When
the goal posts are in position for play the barrel locks must be inserted to lock the goals as
shown on the goalpost fitting instructions. Likewise when the goals are in storage the goals
should have the locks in place for extra stability and to prevent the side frames swinging
inward.

470mm Width
Ideal for smaller mini soccer goals.

It is also advised when the goals are in storage to make sure the goals are stored to prevent
toppling and secured against a wall and not left freestanding. Always take great care with
heavy freestanding football goals.
Set includes
Two aluminium weather proof ‘T’ frames, Four Puncture proof Pneumatic Wheels
Set of two are required to move one goal. The wheels can be used on any number of
120mmx100mm elliptical aluminium goal posts
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2 Insert Wheels on

Lay goal ﬂat
down on ground.

both uprights

3 Lift goals upright - two adults

CONTAINER STORAGE
If goals are stored in containers it is recommended
to build a small ramp up to the container
entrance. This will improve handling
of the goals and speed up the
time taken setting up goals.

4 Steer/move goal into position
with lock in place at the rear.

5 Add ground back bar as
per ﬁtting instructions

6 Insert suﬃcient anchors,
counter weights or
chain to ﬁxing points

RAMP
made of earth,
gravel, or concrete

WARNING
NEVER stand or apply any weight
on the side frame marked ‘A’ as
this can damage your equipment.

CROSSBAR

SIDE
FRAME

A

NEVER leave the goals
unattended with the wheel
transporters still attached as
shown to the left . Always
move the goals into the
position required and then
anchor the goals to the
playing surface using ground
anchors or weights as
recommended on the fitting
instructions supplied with
your goalposts. Never move
the goals in extreme
weather and gales.
DO NOT remove anchors
using goal frame, use the
back of the ground peg.

For video demonstrations visit :

STEERING GOALPOSTS
Insert lock here
when moving goals

www.youtube.com/Footballgoalposts
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